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EING HIRED TO REDO 
the interior of a land-
marked Astor Street 

mansion built in 1899 was a dream come true for designer 
Michael Abrams. But before he put pen to paper, he encour-
aged his new clients to dream a little bigger themselves.

“It was a home that needed to be restored to its original 
grandeur,” he says. “I felt that we should involve an archi-
tect to do it justice.” The 11,000-square-foot five-level house 
had been through a lot—being chopped up into nine apart-
ments was, indisputably, its lowest point. It had later been 
reassembled into a five-bedroom, ten-bath single-family 
residence, with a rear addition that was never completed. 

Abrams recommended Kevin Toukoumidis, of dSpace 
Studio, to help rethink the house, and the two soon began 
collaborating to complete its transformation. With the help 
of Fraser Construction, they moved, widened, and articu-
lated walls, re-created the original windows with double-
insulated glass, and installed new transom windows in the 
rear addition, among other bold moves. To ensure a cohe-
sive aesthetic, they worked closely together on colors, sur-
face finishes, and furnishings. 

“Kevin and I merged our mindsets from the very begin-
ning, which is why the result is so cohesive,” Abrams ex-
plains. “We developed that language very early in the proj-
ect and stayed true to it.”

B

Large framed mirrors behind a pair of 
contemporary consoles create the illusion 
of more space in the living room, which 
opens onto the dining room. A trio of 
Venetian glass chandeliers adds modern 
glamour. OPPOSITE: “You can’t say this is 
an Italianate mansion or a French chateau, 

says architect Kevin Toukoumidis.
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An Astor Street mansion  
is returned to what it was 
meant to be—a luxurious 
single-family home. 

twist
classic
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dark meets light  
 “Contrast was the clients’ mantra,” Abrams explains. Juxtapositions are everywhere, including on the main stair-
case (opposite), with its white-painted spindles and an ebony-stained handrail and steps. On the second-floor 
landing, a gleaming built-in bench (original to the house, it was dressed up by Abrams with a new cushion and 
pillows) contrasts with the oak floor laid in a chevron pattern. The original banister lamp was refinished with 
silver leaf and a bronze glaze. A tufted-leather Moooi Smoke chair in the walnut-paneled game room (above) 
has a charred frame. Light gray curtains and upholstery and a few white accessories soften the look.
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traditional meets contemporary
 “Our clients—a couple with three sons and a daughter—
wanted a modern home, so we incorporated details that 
reference the classic architecture with a contemporary 
twist,” Toukoumidis says. Off the formal living room,  
an old-fashioned conversation salon (opposite) overlooks  
a very 21st-century green roof; the traditional Chesney 
marble fireplace mantel is paired with an industrial-style 
raw steel surround. Intricate plaster molding on the  
ceiling looks 100 years old but is actually brand-new.  
The Mick De Giulio kitchen (top)—with walnut base cabi-
nets and Calcutta Gold marble countertops—occupies  
a modern addition at the back of the house; a rustic  
antique Argentine dining table was just what the design-
er ordered to stay true to the old-meets-new scheme.  
The boys’ room (left) includes traditional bunk beds out-
fitted with contemporary linens. 

For resources, see Buy Guide, page 76.
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